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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to study representations and T*-extensions of hom-
Jordan-Lie algebras. In particular, adjoint representations, trivial representations, defor-
mations and many properties of T*-extensions of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras are studied in
detail. Derivations and central extensions of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras are also discussed
as an application.
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1 Introduction
The definition of hom-Lie algebras was introduced by Hartwig, Larsson and silverstory
[4] to character the structures on deformations of the Witt and the Virasoro algebras. If
the skew-symmetric bracket of the hom-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) is replaced by Jordan-
symmetric bracket, then the triple (L, [·, ·]
′
, α) is called a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra. It
is clear that the hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, id) is the Jordan-Lie algebra L itself.
Recently, hom-Lie algebras were generalized to hom-Lie superalgebras by Ammar and
Makhlouf. Quadratic hom-Lie algebras were studied first in [5]. Then the study was
extended to color hom-Lie algebras in [1]. More applications of the hom-Lie algebras,
hom-algebras and hom-Lie superalgebras can be found in [1-8, 11].
The notion of Jordan-Lie algebras was introduced in [9], which is intimately related to
both Lie and Jordan superalgebras. Engel’s theorem of Jordan-Lie algebras was proved,
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and some properties of Cartan subalgebras of Jordan-Lie algebras were given in [10].
The purpose of this paper is to study representations and T*-extensions of hom-Jordan-
Lie algebras. In particular, adjoint representations, trivial representations, deformations
and many properties of T*-extensions of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras are studied in detail.
Derivations and central extensions of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras are also discussed as an
application.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the definition of hom-Jordan-
Lie algebras, and show that the direct sum of two hom-Jordan-Lie algebras is still a hom-
Jordan-Lie algebra. A linear map between hom-Jordan-Lie algebras is a morphism if and
only if its graph is a hom subalgebra. In section 3 we study derivations of multiplica-
tive hom-Jordan-Lie algebras. For any nonnegative integer k, we define αk-derivations
of multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebras. Considering the direct sum of the space of
α-derivations, we prove that it is a Lie algebra (Proposition 3.3). In particular, any α-
derivation gives rise to a derivation extension of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra
(L, [·, ·]L, α) (Theorem 3.5). In Section 4 we give the definition of representations of mul-
tiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebras. We can obtain the semidirect product multiplicative
hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L ⊕ V, [·, ·]ρA, α + A) associated to any representation ρA on V
of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) (Proposition 4.4). In Section 5
we study trivial representations of multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebras. We show that
central extensions of a multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra are controlled by the sec-
ond cohomology with coefficients in the trivial representation (Theorem 5.1). In Section
6 we study the adjoint representation of a regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α).
For any integer s, we define the αk+1-derivations. We show that a 1-cocycle associated
to the αk-derivation is exactly an αk+1-derivation of the regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra
(L, [·, ·]L, α) in some conditions (Proposition 6.3). We also give the definition of hom-
Nijienhuis operators of regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebras. We show that the deformation
generated by a hom-Nijienhuis operator is trivial. In Section 7 we study T*-extensions
of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras, show that T ∗-extensions preserve many properties such as
nilpotency, solvability and decomposition in some sense.
2 hom-Jordan-Lie algebras
Definition 2.1. [9] A Jordan-Lie algebra is a couple (L, [·, ·]L) consisting of a vector space
L and a bilinear map (bracket) [·, ·]L : L× L→ L satisfying
[x, y] = −δ[y, x], δ = ±1, (1)
[x, [y, z]] + [y, [z, x]] + [z, [x, y]] = 0. ∀x, y, z ∈  L.
Definition 2.2. (1) A hom-Jordan-Lie algebra is a triple (L, [·, ·]L, α) consisting of a
vector space L, a bilinear map (bracket) [·, ·]L : L × L → L and a map α : L → L
satisfying
[x, y] = −δ[y, x], δ = ±1, (2)
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[α(x), [y, z]] + [α(y), [z, x]] + [α(z), [x, y]] = 0, ∀x, y, z ∈  L.
(2) A hom-Jordan-Lie algebra is multiplicative if α is an algebra morphism, i.e. for
any x, y,∈ L, we have α([x, y]L) = [α(x), α(y)]L;
(3) A hom-Jordan-Lie algebra is regular if α is an algebra automorphism;
(4) A subvector space η ⊆ L is a hom subalgebra of (L, [·, ·]L, α) if α(η) ⊆ η and
[x, y]L ∈ η, ∀x, y ∈ η;
(5) A subvector space η ⊆ L is a hom ideal of (L, [·, ·]L, α) if α(η) ⊆ η and
[x, y]L ∈ η, ∀x ∈ η, y ∈  L.
Definition 2.3. A δ-hom associative algebra is a couple (L, α) consisting of a vector space
L, a bilinear map on L and a map α : L→ L satisfying
(λx)y = x(λy) = λ(xy), δ = ±1, (3)
α(x)(yz) = δ(xy)α(z). ∀x, y, z ∈  L.
Proposition 2.4. A couple (L, α) is a δ-hom associative algebra, define a bilinear map
(bracket) [·, ·]L : L× L→ L satisfying
[x, y] = xy − δyx. (4)
Then (L, [·, ·]L, α) is a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra.
Proof.
[α(x), [y, z]] + c.p.(x, y, z) = [α(x), yz − δzy] + c.p.(x, y, z)
= α(x)(yz)− δ(yz)α(x)− δα(x)(zy) + (zy)α(x)
+α(y)(zx)− δ(zx)α(y)− δα(y)(xz) + (xz)α(y)
+α(z)(xy)− δ(xy)α(z)− δα(z)(yx) + (yx)α(z),
α(x)(yz) = δ(xy)α(z), (zy)α(x) = δα(z)(yx);
α(y)(zx) = δ(yz)α(x), (xz)α(y) = δα(x)(zy);
α(z)(xy) = δ(zx)α(y), (yx)α(z) = δα(y)(xz).
Then [α(x), [y, z]] + c.p.(x, y, z) = 0.
Proposition 2.5. Given two hom-Jordan-Lie algebras (L, [·, ·]L, α) and (Γ, [·, ·]Γ, β), there
is a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L ⊕ Γ, [·, ·]L⊕Γ, α + β), where the bilinear map [·, ·]L⊕Γ :
(L⊕ Γ)× (L⊕ Γ)→ L⊕ Γ is given by
[u1 + v1, u2 + v2]L⊕Γ = [u1, u2]L + [v1, v2]Γ, ∀u1 ∈ L, u2 ∈ L, ∀v1 ∈ Γ, v2 ∈ Γ,
and the linear map (α+ β) : L⊕ Γ→ L⊕ Γ is given by
(α+ β)(u+ v) = α(u) + β(v), ∀u ∈ L, v ∈ Γ.
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Proof. For any ui ∈ L, vi ∈ Γ, we have
[u1 + v1, u2 + v2]L⊕Γ = [u1, u2]L + [v1, v2]Γ,
−δ[u2 + v2, u1 + v1]L⊕Γ = −δ([u2, u1]L + [v2, v1]Γ) = [u1, u2]L + [v1, v2]Γ.
By a direct computation, we have
[(α + β)(u1 + v1), [u2 + v2, u3 + v3]L⊕Γ]L⊕Γ + c.p.((u1 + v1), (u2 + v2), (u3 + v3))
= [α(u1) + β(v1), [u2, u3]L + [v2, v3]Γ]L⊕Γ + c.p.
= [α(u1), [u2, u3]L]L + c.p.(u1, u2, u3) + [β(v1), [v2, v3]Γ]Γ + c.p.(v1, v2, v3)
= 0,
where c.p.(a, b, c) means the cyclic permutations of a, b, c.
Definition 2.6. Let (L, [·, ·]L, α) and (Γ, [·, ·]Γ, β) be two hom-Jordan-Lie algebras. A
map φ : L→ Γ is said to be a morphism of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras if
φ[u, v]L = [φ(u), φ(v)]Γ, ∀u, v ∈ L, (5)
φ ◦ α = β ◦ φ. (6)
Denote by Gφ ∈ L⊕ Γ is the graph of a linear map φ : L→ Γ.
Proposition 2.7. A map φ : (L, [·, ·]L, α) → (Γ, [·, ·]Γ, β) is a morphism of hom-Jordan-
Lie algebras if and only if the graph Gφ ∈ L⊕Γ is a hom subalgebra of (L⊕Γ, [·, ·]L⊕Γ, α+
β).
Proof. Let φ : (L, [·, ·]L, α) → (Γ, [·, ·]Γ, β) be a morphism of hom-Jordan-Lie alge-
bras, then for any u, v ∈ L, we have
[u+ φ(u), v + φ(v)]L⊕Γ = [u, v]L + [φ(u), φ(v)]Γ = [u, v]L + φ[u, v]L.
Thus the graph Gφ is closed under the bracket operation [·, ·]L⊕Γ. Furthermore, by (9),
we have
(α + β)(u+ φ(u)) = α(u) + β ◦ φ(u) = α(u) + φ ◦ α(u),
which implies that (α+β)(Gφ) ⊂ Gφ. Thus Gφ is a hom subalgebra of (L⊕Γ, [·, ·]L⊕Γ, α+
β).
Conversely, if the graph Gφ ⊂ L⊕ Γ is a hom subalgebra of (L⊕ Γ, [·, ·]L⊕Γ, α + β),
then we have
[u+ φ(u), v + φ(v)]L⊕Γ = [u, v]L + [φ(u), φ(v)]Γ ∈ Gφ,
which implies that
[φ(u), φ(v)]Γ = φ[u, v]L.
Furthermore, (α + β)(Gφ) ⊂ Gφ yields that
(α+ β)(u+ φ(u)) = α(u) + β ◦ φ(u) ∈ Gφ,
which is equivalent to the condition β ◦ φ(u) = φ ◦ α(u), i.e. β ◦ φ = φ ◦ α. Therefore, φ
is a morphism of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras.
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3 Derivations of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras
Let (L, [·, ·]L, α) be a multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra. For any nonnegative integer
k, denote by αk the k-times composition of α, i.e.
αk = α ◦ · · · ◦ α (k − times).
In particular, α0 = id and α1 = α. If (L, [·, ·]L, α) is a regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra, we
denote by α−k the k-times composition of α1, the inverse of α.
Definition 3.1. For any nonnegative integer k, a linear map D : L → L is called an
αk-derivation of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α), if
[D,α] = 0, i.e. D ◦ α = α ◦D, (7)
and
D[u, v]L = δ
k([D(u), αk(v)]L + [α
k(u), D(v)]L), ∀u, v ∈ L. (8)
For a regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra, α−k-derivations can be defined similarly.
Denote by Derαs(L) is the set of α
s-derivations of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie
algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α). For any u ∈ L satisfying α(u) = u, define Dk(u) : L→ L by
Dk(u)(v) = δ[u, α
k(v)]L, δ
k = 1, ∀v ∈ L.
Then Dk(u) is an α
k-derivation.which we call an inner αk+1-derivation. In fact, we have
Dk(u)(α(v)) = δ[u, α
k+1(v)]L = α(δ[u, α
k(v)]L) = α ◦Dk(u)(v).
On the other hand, we have
Dku([v, w]L) = δ[u, α
k([v, w]L)]L = δ[α(u), [α
k(v), αk(w)]L]L
= −δ([αk+1(v), [αk(w), u]L]L + [α
k+1(w), [u, αk(v)]L]L)
= −δ[αk+1(v), [αk(w), u]L]L − δ[α
k+1(w), [u, αk(v)]L]L)
= δk+1[αk+1(v), δ[u, αk(w)]L]L + δ
k+1[δ[u, αk(v)]L), α
k+1(w)]L
= δk+1([Dku(v), α
k+1(w)]L + [α
k+1(v), Dku(w)]L).
Therefore, Dk(u) is an α
k+1-derivation. Denote by Innαs(L) the set of inner α
k-derivations,
i.e.
Innαk(L) = {δ[u, α
k−1(·)]L|u ∈ L, α(u) = u, δ
k = 1}. (9)
For any D ∈ Derαk(L) and D
′
∈ Derαs(L), define their commutator [D,D
′
] as usual:
[D,D
′
] = D ◦D
′
−D
′
◦D. (10)
Lemma 3.2. For any D ∈ Derαk(L) and D
′
∈ Derαs(L), we have
[D,D
′
] ∈ Derαk+s(L).
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Proof. For any u, v ∈ L, we have
[D,D
′
]([u, v]L) = D ◦D
′
([u, v]L)−D
′
◦D([u, v]L)
= δsD([D
′
(u), αs(v)]L + [α
s(u), D
′
(v)]L)
−δkD
′
([D(u), αk(v)]L + [α
k(u), D(v)]L)
= δsD[D
′
(u), αs(v)]L + δ
sD[αs(u), D
′
(v)]L
−δkD
′
[D(u), αk(v)]L − δ
kD
′
[αk(u), D(v)]L
= δk+s([D ◦D
′
(u), αk+s(v)]L + [α
k ◦D
′
(u), D ◦ αs(v)]L
+[D ◦ αs(u), αk ◦D
′
(v)]L + [α
k+s ◦D(u), D ◦D
′
(v)]L
−[D
′
◦D(u), αk+s(v)]L − [α
s ◦D(u), D
′
◦ αk(v)]L
−[D
′
◦ αk(u), αs ◦D(v)]L − [α
k+s(u), D
′
◦D(v)]L).
Since D and D
′
satisfy
D ◦ α = α ◦D, D
′
◦ α = α ◦D
′
,
we have
D ◦ αs = αs ◦D, D
′
◦ αk = αk ◦D
′
.
Therefore, we have
[D,D
′
]([u, v]L) = δ
k+s([D ◦D
′
(u)−D
′
◦D(u), αk+s(v)]L
+[αk+s(u), D ◦D
′
(u)−D
′
◦D(v)]L)
= δk+s([[D,D
′
](u), αk+s(v)]L + [α
k+s(u), [D,D
′
](v), ]L).
Furthermore, it is straightforward to see that
[D,D
′
] ◦ α = D ◦D
′
◦ α−D ◦D
′
◦ α
= α ◦D ◦D
′
− α ◦D ◦D
′
= α ◦ [D,D
′
],
which yields that [D,D
′
] ∈ Derαk+s(L).
Denote by
Der(L) =
⊕
k≥0
Derαk(L). (11)
By Lemma 3.2, obviously we have
Proposition 3.3. With the above notations, Der(L) is a Lie algebra.
Remark 3.4. Similarly, we can obtain a Lie algebra Der(L) =
⊕
k(Derαk(L), where k is
any integer, for a regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra.
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At the end of this section, we consider the derivation extension of the multiplicative
hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) and give an application of the α-derivation Derα(L).
For any linear map D : L→ L, consider the vector space L⊕ RD. Define a bilinear
bracket operation[·, ·]L on L⊕RD by
[u+mD, v + nD]D = [u, v]L +mD(v)− δnD(u),
[u, v]D = [u, v]L, [D, u]D = −δ[u,D]D = D(u), ∀u, v ∈ L.
Define a linear map α
′
: L⊕ RD → L⊕ RD by α
′
(u+D) = α(u) +D, i.e.
α
′
=
(
α 0
0 1
)
.
Theorem 3.5. With the above notations, (L ⊕ RD, [·, ·]D, α
′
) is a multiplicative hom-
Jordan-Lie algebra if and only if D is an α-derivation of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie
algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α), with (1− δ)D ◦D = 0.
Proof. First, [·, ·]D satisfies the condition (3), for any u, v, w ∈ L, we have
[u+mD, v + nD]D = [u, v]L +mD(v)− δnD(u),
and
−δ[v + nD, u+mD]D = −δ([v, u]L + nD(u)− δmD(v))
= [u, v]L +mD(v)− δnD(u)
= [u+mD, v + nD]D.
On the other hand, we have
α
′
([u+mD, v + nD, ]D) = α
′
([u, v]L +mD(v)− δnD(u))
= α[u, v]L +mα ◦D(v))− δnα ◦D(u),
and
[α
′
(u+mD), α
′
(v + nD)]D = [α(u) +mD,α(v) + nD]D
= [α(u), α(v)]L +mD ◦ α(v)− δnD ◦ α(u).
Since α is an algebra morphism, α
′
is an algebra morphism if and only if
D ◦ α = α ◦D.
By a direct calculation, we have
[α
′
(D), [u, v]D]D + [α
′
(u), [v,D]D]D + [α
′
(v), [D, u]D]D
= D[u, v]D − δ[α(u), D(v)]D + [α(v), D(u)]D
= D[u, v]D − δ[α(u), D(v)]D − δ[D(u), α(v)]D.
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Therefore, if the hom-Jordan-Jacobi identity is satisfied, then the following condition
holds
D[u, v]D − δ[α(u), D(v)]D − δ[D(u), α(v)]D = 0.
On the other hand, if D is an α-derivation of (L, [·, ·]L, α), and (1− δ)D ◦D = 0.
[α
′
(u+mD), [v + nD,w + pD]D]D + c.p(u+mD, v + nD,w + pD)
= [α(u) +mD, [v, w]L + nD(w)− δpD(v)]D + c.p(u+mD, v + nD,w + pD)
= [α(u), [v, w]L]L + n[α(u), D(w)]L − δp[α(u), D(v)]L
+ mD[v, w]L +mnD ◦D(w)− δpmD ◦D(v) + c.p(u+mD, v + nD,w + pD)
= (1− δ)(npD ◦D(u) + pmD ◦D(v) +mnD ◦D(w)) = 0.
Thus (L⊕RD, [·, ·]D, α
′
) is a multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra if and only if D is an
α-derivation of (L, [·, ·]L, α), with (1− δ)D ◦D = 0.
4 Representations of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras
In this section we study representations of multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebras and
give corresponding operations. We also prove that one can form semidirect product mul-
tiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebras when given representations of multiplicative hom-
Jordan-Lie algebras. Let A ∈ pl(V ) be an arbitrary linear transformation from V to
V .
Definition 4.1. A representation of multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α)
on the vector space V with respect to A ∈ pl(V ) is a linear map ρA : L → pl(V ), such
that for any u, v ∈ L, the basic property of this map is that:
ρA(α(u)) ◦ A = A ◦ ρA(u), (12)
ρA([u, v]L) ◦ A = ρA(α(u)) ◦ ρA(v)− δρA(α(v)) ◦ ρA(u). (13)
The set of k-cochains on L with values in V, which we denote by Ck(L;V ), is the set
of k-linear maps from L× · · · × L (k-times) to V:
Ck(L;V ) , {f : L× · · · × L(k − times)→ V is a linear map}.
A k-hom-cochain on L with values in V is defined to be a k-cochain f ∈ Ck(L;V )
such that it is compatible with α and A in the sense that A ◦ f = f ◦ α, i.e.
A(f(u, · · · , uk+1)) = f(α(u1), · · · , α(uk+1)).
Denote by Ckα,A(L;V ) the set of k-hom-cochains:
Ckα,A(L, V ) , {f ∈ C
k(L, V )|A ◦ f = f ◦ α}.
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Next we define, the linear map dkρA : C
k
α,A(L, V ) → C
k+1
α,A (L, V )(k = 1, 2) as follows:
we set
d1ρAf(u1, u2) = ρA(α(u1))f(u2)− δρA(α(u2))f(u1)− δf([u1, u2]L),
d2ρAf(u1, u2, u3) = ρA(α
2(u1))f(u2, u3)− δρA(α
2(u2))f(u1, u3) + ρA(α
2(u1))f(u1, u2)
−f([u1, u2]L, α(u3)) + δf([u1, u3]L, α(u2))− δf([u2, u3]L, α(u1)).
Lemma 4.2. With the above notations, for any f ∈ Ckα,A(L;V ), we have
(dkρA ◦ f) ◦ α = A ◦ d
k
ρA
f.
Thus we obtain a well-defined map
dkρA : C
k
α,A(L;V )→ C
k+1
α,A (L;V )
with k=1,2.
Proposition 4.3. With the above notations, we have d2ρA ◦ d
1
ρA
= 0.
Proof. By straightforward computations, we have
d2ρA ◦ d
1
ρA
f(u1, u2, u3)
=
3∑
i=1
(−δ)i+1ρA(α
2(ui))d
1
ρA
f(u1, · · · , uˆi · · · , u3)
+ δ3
∑
i<j
(−δ)i+jd1ρAf([ui, uj]L, α(u1), · · · ,
ˆα(ui), · · · , ˆα(ui), · · · , α(u3))
= ρA(α
2(u1))d
1
ρA
f(u2, u3)− δρA(α
2(u2))d
1
ρA
f(u1, u3)
+ ρA(α
2(u3))d
1
ρA
f(u1, u2)− d
1
ρA
f([u1, u2], α(u3))
+ δd1ρAf([u1, u3], α(u2))− d
1
ρA
f([u2, u3], α(u1))
= ρA(α
2(u1))(ρA(α(u2))f(u3)− δρA(α(u3))f(u2)− δf([u2, u3]))
− δρA(α
2(u2))(ρA(α(u1)f(u3))− δρA(α(u3))f(u1)− δf([u1, u3]))
+ ρA(α
2(u3))(ρA(α(u1)f(u2))− δρA(α(u2))f(u1)− δf([u1, u2]))
− (ρA(α([u1, u2]))f(α(u3))− δρA(α
2(u3))f([u1, u2])− δf([[u1, u2], α(u3)]))
+ δ(ρA(α([u1, u3]))f(α(u2))− δρA(α
2(u2))f([u1, u3])− δf([[u1, u3], α(u2)]))
− (ρA(α([u2, u3]))f(α(u1))− δρA(α
2(u1))f([u2, u3])− δf([[u2, u3], α(u1)]))
ρA(α([u2, u3]f(α(u1)) = ρA(α([u2, u3]))A ◦ f(u1)
= ρA(α
2(u2))ρA(α(u3))f(u1)− δρA(α
2(u3))ρA(α(u2))f(u1).
Then d2ρA ◦ d
1
ρA
f(u1, u2, u3) = 0.
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Associated to the representation ρA, we obtain the complex (C
k
α,A(L;V ), dρA). Denote
the set of closed k-hom-cochains by Zk(L; ρA) and the set of exact k-hom-cochains by
Bk(L, ρA), k = 1, 2.
Proposition 4.4. Given a representation ρA of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra
(L, [·, ·]L, α) on the vector space V with respect to A ∈ pl(V ). Define a bilinear bracket
operation [·, ·]ρA : (L⊕ V )× (L⊕ V )→ L⊕ V by
[u+X, v + Y ]ρA = [u, v]L + δρA(u)(Y )− ρA(v)(X). (14)
Define α + A : L⊕ V → L⊕ V by (α + A)(u+ Y ) = α(u) + AX.
Then (L⊕ V, [·, ·]ρA, α+A) is a multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra, which we call the
semidirect product of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) and V.
Proof. First we show that [·, ·]ρA satisfies Jordan symmetry,
−δ[v + Y, u+X ]ρA
= −δ([v, u]L + δρA(v)X − ρA(u)Y )
= [u, v]L + δρA(u)Y − ρA(v)X
= [u+X, v + Y ]ρA .
Next we show that α + A is an algebra morphism. On the one hand, we have
(α + A)[u+X, v + Y ]ρA = (α+ A)([u, v]L + δρA(u)(Y )− ρA(v)(X))
= α([u, v]L) + δA ◦ ρA(u)(Y )−A ◦ ρA(v)(X).
On the other hand, we have
[(α+ A)(u+X), (α+ A)(v + Y )]ρA
= [α(u) + AX,α(v) + AY ]ρA
= [α(u), α(v)]L + δρA(α(u))(AY )− ρA(α(v))(AX).
Since α is an algebra morphism, ρA and A satisfy (15), it follows that α+A is an algebra
morphism with respect to the bracket to [·, ·]ρA. It is not hard to deduce that
[(α+ A)(u+X), [v + Y, w + Z]ρA]ρA + c.p.(u+X, v + Y, w + Z)
= [α(u), [v, w]L]L + c.p.(u, v, w)
+ρA(α(u)) ◦ ρA(v)(Z)− δρA(α(u)) ◦ ρA(w)(Y )− ρA([v, w]) ◦ (AX)
+ρA(α(v)) ◦ ρA(w)(X)− δρA(α(v)) ◦ ρA(u)(Z)− ρA([w, u]) ◦ (AY )
+ρA(α(w)) ◦ ρA(u)(Y )− δρA(α(w)) ◦ ρA(v)(X)− ρA([u, v]) ◦ (AZ),
ρA([v, w]) ◦ (AX) = ρA(α(v)) ◦ ρA(w)(X)− δρA(α(w)) ◦ ρA(v)(X).
By (16), the hom-Jordan-Jacobi identity is satisfied. Thus, (L ⊕ V, [·, ·]ρA, α + A) is a
multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra.
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5 The trivial representation of hom-Jordan-Lie alge-
bras
In this section, we study the trivial representation of multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie al-
gebras. As an application, we show that the central extension of a multiplicative hom-
Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) is controlled by the second cohomology of L with coeff-
cients in the trivial representation.
Now let V = R, Then we have gl(V ) = R. Any A ∈ gl(V ) is exactly a real number,
which we use the notation r. Let ρ : L → gl(v) = R be the zero map. Obviously, ρ is a
representation of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) with respect to
any r ∈ R. We will always assume that r = 1. We call this representation the trivial
representation of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α).
Associated to the trivial representation, the set of k-cochains on L, which we denote
by Ck(V ), is the set of k-linear maps from V × · · · × V to R. The set of k-cochains is
given by
Ckα,A(V ) = {f ∈ C
k(V )|f ◦ α = f}.
The corresponding operator dT : C
k
α,A(V )→ C
k+1
α,A (V )(k = 1, 2) is given by
d1Tf(u1, u2) = −δf([u1, u2]), (15)
d2Tf(u1, u2, u3) = −f([u1, u2], α(u3)) + δf([u1, u3], α(u2))− f([u2, u3], α(u1)). (16)
Denote Zkα(V ) and B
k
α(V )(k = 1, 2) similarly.
In the following we consider central extensions of the multiplicative hom-Jordan-
Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α). Obviously, (R, 0, 1) is an abelian multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie
algebra with the trivial bracket and the identity morphism. Let θ ∈ C2α(V ) and is a
Jordan-symmetric(θ(u, v) = −δθ(v, u)) map, we consider the direct sum η = L⊕ R with
the following bracket
[u+ s, v + t]θ = [u, v]L + θ(u, v), ∀u, v ∈ L, s, t ∈ R. (17)
Define αη : η → η by αη(u+ s) = α(u) + s, i.e.
αη ,
(
α 0
0 1
)
.
Theorem 5.1. The triple (η, [·, ·]θ, αη) is a multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra if and
only if θ ∈ C2α(V ) satisfies
dT θ = 0.
We call the multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (η, [·, ·]θ, αη) the central extension
of (L, [·, ·]L, α) by the abelian hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (R, 0, 1).
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Proof. First we show that [·, ·]θ satisfies (3),
−δ[v + t, u+ s]θ = −δ([v, u]L + θ(v, u))
= [u, v]L + θ(u, v) = [u+ s, v + t]θ.
The fact that αη is an algebra morphism with respect to the bracket [·, ·]θ follows
from the fact that θ ◦ α = θ. More precisely, we have
αη[u+ s, v + t]θ = α[u, v]L + θ(u, v).
On the other hand, we have
[αη(u+ s), αη(v + t)]θ = [α(u) + s, α(v) + t]θ = [α(u), α(v)]L + θ(α(u), α(v)).
Since α is an algebra morphism and θ(α(u), α(v)) = θ(u, v), we deduce that αη is an
algebra morphism.
By direct computations, we have
[αη(u+ s), [v + t, w +m]θ]θ + c.p.(u+ s, v + t, w +m)
= [α(u) + s, [v, w]L + θ(v, w)]θ + c.p.(u+ s, v + t, w +m)
= [α(u), [v, w]L]L + θ(α(u), [v, w]L) + c.p.(u, v, w).
By the hom-Jacobi identity of L, [·, ·]θ satisfies the hom-Jacobi identity if and only if
θ(α(u), [v, w]L) + θ(α(v), [w, u]L) + θ(α(w), [u, v]L) = 0.
Which exactly means that dT θ = 0. In fact,
dT θ(u, v, w)
= δ3(−δθ([u, v]L, α(w)) + θ([u, w]L, α(v))− δθ([v, w]L, α(u)))
= −(θ([u, v]L, α(w)) + θ([w, u]L, α(v)) + θ([v, w]L, α(u)))
= δ([αη(u+ s), [v + t, w +m]θ]θ + c.p.)
= 0.
Then the triple (η, [·, ·]θ, αη) is a multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebra if and only if
θ ∈ C2α(V ) satisfies dT θ = 0.
Proposition 5.2. For θ1, θ2 ∈ Z
2(V ), if δ(θ1−θ2) is exact, the corresponding two central
extensions (η, [·, ·]θ1, αη) and (η, [·, ·]θ2, αη) are isomorphic.
Proof. Assume that θ1 − θ2 = δdTf , f ∈ C
1
α(V ). Thus we have
θ1(u, v)− θ2(u, v) = δdTf(u, v) = −f([u, v]T ).
Define fη : η → η by
fη(u, s) = (u, s+ f(u)).
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If (u, s+ f(u)) = 0, then u = 0, s = 0. Thus fη(0, 0) = 0, so fη is injective. If (u, v)
is the image, then f(u) is certain element. so s = v − f(u) is uniquely determined, Thus
arbitrary items have the original item. so fη is isomorphic. It is straightforward to see
that fη ◦ αη = αη ◦ fη. Obviously, fη is an isomorphism of vector spaces. we also have
fη[(u, s), (v, t)]θ1 = fη([u, v]L, θ1(u, v))
= ([u, v]L, θ1(u, v) + f([u, v]L)) = ([u, v]L, θ2(u, v))
= [fη(u, s), fη(v, t)]θ2.
Therefore, fη is also an isomorphism of multiplicative hom-Jordan-Lie algebras.
6 The adjniont representation of hom-Jordan-Lie al-
gebras
Let (L, [·, ·]L, α) be a regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra. We consider that L represents on
itself via the bracket with respect to the morphism α. A very interesting phenomenon is
that the adjoint representation of a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra is not unique as one will see
in sequel.
Definition 6.1. For any integer s, the αs-adjoint representation of the regular hom-
Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α), which we denote by ads, is defined by
ads(u)(v) = δ[α
s(u), v]L, ∀u, v ∈ L.
Lemma 6.2. With the above notations, we have
ads(α(u)) ◦ α = α ◦ ads(u);
ads([u, v]L) ◦ α = ads(α(u)) ◦ ads(v)− δads(α(v)) ◦ ads(u).
Thus the definition of αs-adjoint representation is well defined.
Proof. The conclusion follows from
ads(α(u))(α(v)) = δ[α
s+1(u), α(v)]L
= α(δ[αs(u), v]L) = α ◦ ads(u)(v)
and
ads([u, v]L)(α(w)) = δ[α
s[u, v]L, α(w)]L
= δ[[αs(u), αs(v)]L, α(w)]L
= −[α(w), [αs(u), αs(v)]L]L
= [αs+1(u), [αs(v), w]L]L + [α
s+1(v), [w, αs(u)]L]L
= [αs+1(u), [αs(v), w]L]L − δ[α
s+1(v), [αs(u), w]L]L
= ads(α(u))(ads(v)(w))− δads(α(v))(ads(u)(w)).
This completes the proof.
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The set of k-hom-cochains on L with coefficients in L, which we denote by Ckα(L;L)
is given by
Ckα(L;L) = {f ∈ C
k(L;L)|α ◦ f = f ◦ α}.
In particular, the set of 0-hom-cochains are given by:
C0α(L;L) = {u ∈ L|α(u) = u}.
Associated to the αs-adjoint representation, the corresponding operator
ds : C
k
α(L;L)→ C
k+1
α (L;L)(k = 1, 2)
is given by
dsf(u1, u2) = δ[α
1+s(u1), f(u2)]− [α
1+s(u2), f(u1)]− δf([u1, u2]); (18)
dsf(u1, u2, u3) = δ[α
2+s(u1), f(u2, u3)]− [α
2+s(u2), f(u1, u3)] + δ[α
2+s(u3), f(u1, u2)]
−f([u1, u2], α(u3)) + δf([u1, u3], α(u2))− f([u2, u3], α(u1)).
For the αs-adjoint representation ads, we obtain the α
s-adjoint complex (Cα(L;L), ds).
In the case of hom-Lie algebras, a 1-cocycle associated to the adjoint representation
is a derivation. Similarly, we have
Proposition 6.3. Associated to the αs-adjoint representations ads of the regular hom-
Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α), It satisfies δ
s+1 = 1, D ∈ α1(L, L) is a 1-cocycle if and
only if D is an αs+1-derivation. i.e. D ∈ Derαs+1(L).
Proof. The conclusion follows directly from the definition of the operator ds. D is
closed if and only if
ds(D)(u, v) = δ[α
s+1(u), D(v)]L − [α
s+1(v), D(u)]L − δD[u, v]L = 0,
in the other word,
D[u, v]L = −δ[α
s+1(v), D(u)]L + [α
s+1(u), D(v)]L
= δs+1([D(u), αs+1(v)]L + [α
s+1(u), D(v)]L),
which implies that D is an αs+1-derivation.
Let ψ ∈ C2α(L;L) be a bilinear operator commuting with α, also ψ(u, v) = −δψ(v, u).
Consider a t-parametrized family of bilinear operations
[u, v]t = [u, v]L + tψ(u, v). (19)
Since ψ commutes with α, α is a morphism with respect to the bracket [·, ·]t for every t.
If all the brackets [·, ·]t endow (L, [·, ·]t, α) regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra structures, we
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say that ψ generates a deformation of the regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α).
By computing the hom-Jordan-Jacobi identity of [·, ·]t
[α(u), [v, w]t]t + c.p.(u, v, w)
= [α(u), [v, w]L]t + [α(u), tψ(v, w)]t + c.p.(u, v, w)
= [α(u), [v, w]L]L + tψ(α(u), [v, w]L)
+[α(u), tψ(v, w)]L + tψ(α(u), tψ(v, w)) + c.p.(u, v, w) = 0,
this is equivalent to the conditions
ψ(α(u), ψ(v, w)) + c.p.(u, v, w) = 0; (20)
(ψ(α(u), [v, w]L) + [α(u), ψ(v, w)L]L) + c.p.(u, v, w) = 0. (21)
Obviously, (23) means that ψ must itself define a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra structure on L.
Furthermore, (24) means that ψ is closed with respect to the α−1-adjoint representation
ad−1, i.e. d−1ψ = 0.
d−1ψ(u, v, w)
= δ[α(u), ψ(v, w)]L − [α(v), ψ(u, w)]L + δ[α(w), ψ(u, v)]L
−ψ([u, v]L, α(w)) + δψ([u, w]L, α(v))− ψ([v, w]L, α(u))
= δ[α(u), ψ(v, w)]L + δ[α(v), ψ(w, u)]L + δ[α(w), ψ(u, v)]L
+δψ(α(w), [u, v]L) + δψ(α(v), [w, u]L) + δψ(α(u), [v, w]L)
= δ([α(u), ψ(v, w)]L + ψ(α(u), [v, w]L) + c.p.(u, v, w))
= 0.
A deformation is said to be trivial if there is a linear operator N ∈ C1α(L;L) such
that for Tt = id + tN , there holds
Tt[u, v]t = [Tt(u), Tt(v)]L. (22)
Definition 6.4. A linear operator N ∈ C1α(L, L) is called a hom-Nijienhuis operator if
we have
[Nu,Nv]L = N [u, v]N , (23)
where the bracket [·, ·]N is defined by
[u, v]N , [Nu, v]L + [u,Nv]L −N [u, v]L. (24)
Theorem 6.5. Let N ∈ C1α(L, L) be a hom-Nijienhuis operator. Then a deformation of
the regular hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) can be obtained by putting
ψ(u, v) = d−1N(u, v) = [u, v]N .
Furthermore, this deformation is trivial.
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Proof. Since ψ = d−1N , d−1ψ = 0 is valid. To see that ψ generates a deformation,
we need to check the hom-Jordan Jacobi identity for ψ. Using the explicit expression of
ψ, we get
ψ(α(u), ψ(v, w)) + c.p.(u, v, w)
= [α(u), [v, w]N ]N + c.p.(u, v, w)
= ([α(u), [Nv,w]L + [v,Nw]L −N [v, w]L]N) + c.p.(u, v, w)
= ([α(u), [Nv,w]L]N + [α(u), [v,Nw]L]N − [α(u), N [v, w]L]N ) + c.p.(u, v, w)
= ([Nα(u), [Nv,w]L]L + [α(u), N [Nv,w]L]L −N [α(u), [Nv,w]L]L
+[Nα(u), [v,Nw]L]L + [α(u), N [v,Nw]L]L −N [α(u), [v,Nw]L]L
−[Nα(u), N [v, w]L]L − [α(u), N
2[v, w]L]L +N [α(u), N [v, w]L]L) + c.p.(u, v, w).
Since
[α(u), N [Nv,w]L]L + [α(u), N [v,Nw]L]L − [α(u), N
2[v, w]L]L
= [α(u), N([Nv,w]L + [v,Nw]L −N [v, w]L)]L
= [α(u), N [v, w]N ]L,
we have
ψ(α(u), ψ(v, w)) + c.p.(u, v, w)
= ([Nα(u), [Nv,w]L]L −N [α(u), [Nv,w]L]L + [Nα(u), [v,Nw]L]L
−N [α(u), [v,Nw]L]L − [Nα(u), N [v, w]L]L +N [α(u), N [v, w]L]L + [α(u), N [v, w]N ]L)
+([Nα(v), [Nw, u]L]L −N [α(v), [Nw, u]L]L + [Nα(v), [w,Nu]L]L
−N [α(v), [w,Nu]L]L − [Nα(v), N [w, u]L]L +N [α(v), N [w, u]L]L + [α(v), N [w, u]N ]L)
+([Nα(w), [Nu, v]L]L −N [α(w), [Nu, v]L]L + [Nα(w), [u,Nv]L]L
−N [α(w), [u,Nv]L]L − [Nα(w), N [u, v]L]L +N [α(w), N [u, v]L]L + [α(w), N [u, v]N ]L)
= [Nα(u), [Nv,w]L]L + [Nα(v), [w,Nu]L]L
+[α(w), N([u, v]N)]L + c.p.(u, v, w)
+(N [α(v), N [w, u]L]L − [Nα(v), N [w, u]L]L) + c.p.(u, v, w)
−N [α(u), [Nv,w]L]L −N [α(w), [u,Nv]L]L + c.p.(u, v, w).
Since N commutes with α, by the hom-Jordan Jacobi identity of L, we have
[Nα(u), [Nv,w]L]L + [α(Nv), [w,Nu]L]L + [α(w), [Nu,Nv]L]L = 0.
Since N is a hom-Nijienhuis operator, we have
[Nα(u), [Nv,w]L]L + [α(Nv), [w,Nu]L]L + [α(w), N [u, v]N ]L
+c.p.(u, v, w) = 0.
Furthermore, also by the fact that N is a hom-Nijienhuis operator, we obtain
N [α(v), N [w, u]L]L − [Nα(v), N [w, u]L]L + c.p.(u, v, w)
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= N [α(v), N [w, u]L]L −N [α(v), [w, u]L]N + c.p.(u, v, w)
= −N [Nα(v), [w, u]L]L +N
2[α(v), [w, u]L]L) + c.p.(u, v, w).
Thus by the hom-Jordan Jacobi identity of L, we have
N [α(v), N [w, u]L]L − [Nα(v), N [w, u]L]L) + c.p.(u, v, w)
= −N [Nα(v), [w, u]L]L + c.p.(u, v, w).
Therefore, we have
ψ(α(u), ψ(v, w)) + c.p.(u, v, w)
= −N [Nα(v), [w, u]L]L −N [α(u), [Nv,w]L]L
−N [α(w), [u,Nv]L]L + c.p.(u, v, w)
= −N([α(Nv), [w, u]L]L + [α(u), [Nv,w]L]L
+[α(w), [u,Nv]L]L) + c.p.(u, v, w)
= 0.
Thus ψ generates a deformation of the hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α).
Let Tt = id + tN , then we have
Tt[u, v]t = (id + tN)([u, v]L + tψ(u, v))
= (id + tN)([u, v]L + t[u, v]N)
= [u, v]L + t([u, v]N +N [u, v]L) + t
2N [u, v]N .
On the other hand, we have
[Tt(u), Tt(v)]L = [u+ tNu, v + tNv]L
= [u, v]L + t([Nu, v]L + [u,Nv]L) + t
2[Nu,Nv]L.
By(26), (27), we have
Tt[u, v]t = [Tt(u), Tt(v)]L,
which implies that the deformation is trivial.
7 T*-extensions of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras
The method of the T*-extension was introduced in [6, 7] and the T*-extension of an
algebra is quadratic. The theory of quadratic (color) hom-Lie algebras is referred to [1].
Definition 7.1. Let (L, [·, ·]L, α) be a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra. A bilinear form f on L
is said to be nondegenerate if
L⊥ = {x ∈ L|f(x, y) = 0, ∀y ∈ L} = 0;
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invariant if
f([x, y], z) = f(x, [y, z]), ∀x, y, z ∈ L;
Jordansymmetric if
f(x, y) = f(y, x).
A subspace I of L is called isotropic if I ⊆ I⊥.
Definition 7.2. A bilinear form f on a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α) is said to
be Jordan consistent if f satisfies
f(x, y) = 0, ∀x, y ∈ L, |x| 6= |y|.
Throughout this section, we only consider Jordan consistent bilinear forms.
Definition 7.3. Let (L, [·, ·]L, α) be a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra over a field K. If L ad-
mits a nondegenerate invariant Jordansymmetric bilinear form f , then we call (L, f, α) a
quadratic hom-Jordan-Lie algebra. In particular, a quadratic vector space V is a vector
space admitting a nondegenerate Jordansymmetric bilinear form.
Let (L
′
, [·, ·]′L, β) be another hom-Jordan-Lie algebra. Two quadratic hom-Jordan-Lie
algebras (L, f, α) and (L
′
, f ′, β) are said to be isometric if there exists a hom-Jordan-Lie
algebra isomorphism φ : L→ L
′
such that f(x, y) = f ′(φ(x), φ(y)), ∀x, y ∈ L.
Lemma 7.4. Let ad be the adjoint representation of a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L, [·, ·]L, α),
and let us consider the linear map pi : L → End(L∗)(L∗ is the dual space of L) defined
by, pi(x)(f)(y) = −δf ◦ ad(x)(y), ∀x, y ∈ L. Then pi is a representation of L on (L∗, α˜) if
and only if
α ◦ adα(x) = adx ◦ α; (25)
adx ◦ adα(y)− δady ◦ adα(x) = α ◦ ad[x, y]L. (26)
We call the representation pi the coadjoint representation of L, with α˜(f) = f ◦ α.
Proof. Firstly, we have
(pi(α(x)) ◦ α˜)(f) = −δα˜(f) ◦ adα(x) = −δf ◦ α ◦ adα(x),
and
α˜(pi(x))(f) = −δα˜(f ◦ adx) = −δf ◦ adx ◦ α.
Finally,
(pi([x, y]) ◦ α˜)(f) = −δf ◦ α ◦ ad[x, y];
(pi(α(x)) ◦ pi(y)− δpi(α(y)) ◦ pi(x))(f)
= −δpi(α(x))(f ◦ ady) + pi(α(y))(f ◦ adx)
= f ◦ ady ◦ adα(x)− δf ◦ adx ◦ adα(y)
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= −δf ◦ (adx ◦ adα(y)− δady ◦ adα(x)).
Then we have
pi(α(x)) ◦ α˜ = α˜(pi(x));
pi([x, y]) ◦ α˜ = pi(α(x)) ◦ pi(y)− δpi(α(y)) ◦ pi(x).
Then pi is a representation of L on (L∗, α˜).
Lemma 7.5. Under the above notations, let (L, [·, ·]L, α) be a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra,
and ω : L× L→ L∗ be an bilinear map. Assume that the coadjoint representation exists.
The space L⊕L∗, provided with the following bracket and a linear map defined respectively
by
[x+ f, y + g]L⊕L∗ = [x, y]L + ω(x, y) + δpi(x)g − pi(y)f ; (27)
α
′
(x+ f) = α(x) + f ◦ α. (28)
Then (L ⊕ L∗, [·, ·]L⊕L∗, α
′
) is a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra if and only if ω is a 2-cocycle:
L× L→ L∗, i.e. ω ∈ Z2(L, L∗).
Proof. For any elements x+ f, y + g, z + h ∈ L⊕ L∗. Note that
[α
′
(x+ f), [y + g, z + h]L⊕L∗ ]L⊕L∗ + c.p.(x+ f, y + g, z + h)
= [α(x), [y, z]L]L + c.p.(x, y, z)
+ω(α(x), [y, z]L) + δpi(α(x))ω(y, z) + c.p(x, y, z)
+pi(α(x))(pi(y)h)− δpi(α(x))(pi(z)g)
−pi([y, z]L)f ◦ α + c.p.(x+ f, y + g, z + h).
By the hom-Jordan Jacobi identity
[α(x), [y, z]L]L + c.p.(x, y, z) = 0.
On the other hand
pi(α(x))(pi(y)h)− δpi(α(x))(pi(z)g)
−pi([y, z]L)f ◦ α + c.p.
= pi(α(y))(pi(z)f)− δpi(α(z))(pi(y)f)− pi([y, z]L)f ◦ α
+pi(α(z))(pi(x)g)− δpi(α(x))(pi(z)g)− pi([z, x]L)g ◦ α
+pi(α(x))(pi(y)h)− δpi(α(y))(pi(x)h)− pi([x, y]L)h ◦ α.
Since pi is the coadjoint representation of L, we have
pi([x, y]L)h ◦ α
= −δh(α ◦ ad([x, y]L))
= −δh ◦ ad(x)ad(α(y)) + h ◦ ad(y)ad(α(x))
= (pi(x)h)(ad(α(y)))− δ(pi(y)h)(ad(α(x)))
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= −δpi(α(y))(pi(x)h) + pi(α(x))(pi(y)h).
Therefore, we have
pi(α(x))pi(y)h− δpi(α(y))pi(x)h− pi([x, y]L)h ◦ α = 0.
Obviously,
pi(α(y))(pi(z)f)− δpi(α(x))(pi(z)g)− pi([y, z]L)f ◦ α + c.p. = 0.
Consequently,
[α
′
(x+ f), [y + g, z + h]Ω]Ω + c.p.(x+ f, y + g, z + h) = 0,
if and only if
0 = δpi(α(x))(ω(y, z))− pi(α(y))(ω(x, z)) + δpi(α(z))(ω(x, y))
+ω(α(x), [y, z]L) + ω([x, z]L, α(y))− δω([x, y]L, α(z))
= [α(x), ω(y, z)]− δ[α(y), ω(x, z)] + [α(z), ω(x, y)]
−δω([y, z]L, α(x)) + ω([x, z]L, α(y))− δω([x, y]L, α(z))
= δd−1ω(x, y, z).
That is ω ∈ Z2(L, L∗). Then confirmation holds if and only if ω ∈ Z2(L, L∗). Conse-
quently, we prove the lemma.
Clearly, L∗ is an abelian hom-ideal of (L ⊕ L∗, [·, ·]α′ , α
′
) and L is isomorphic to the
factor hom-Jordan-Lie algebra (L⊕L∗)/L∗. Moreover, consider the following Jordansym-
metric bilinear form qL on L⊕ L
∗ for all x+ f, y + g ∈ L⊕ L∗,
qL(x+ f, y + g) = f(y) + g(x).
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 7.6. Let L, L∗, ω and qL be as above. Then the triple (L ⊕ L
∗, qL, α
′
) is a
quadratic hom-Jordan-Lie algebra if and only if ω is Jordancyclic in the following sense:
w(x, y)(z) = w(y, z)(x) for all x, y, z ∈ L.
Proof. If x + f is orthogonal to all elements of L ⊕ L∗, then f(y) = 0 and g(x) =
0, which implies that x = 0 and f = 0. So the Jordansymmetric bilinear form qL is
nondegenerate.
Now suppose that x+ f, y + g, z + h ∈ L⊕ L∗, then
qL([x+ f, y + g]L⊕L∗, z + h) = qL([x, y]L + ω(x, y) + δpi(x)g − pi(y)f, z + h)
= ω(x, y)(z) + δ(pi(x)g)(z)− pi(y)(f)(z) + h([x, y]L)
= ω(x, y)(z)− δg([x, z]L) + f([y, z]L) + h([x, y]L).
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On the other hand,
qL(x+ f, [y + g, z + h]L⊕L∗) = qL(x+ f, [y, z]L + ω(y, z) + δpi(y)h− pi(z)g)
= f([y, z]L) + ω(y, z)(x) + δpi(y)(h)(x)− (pi(z)g)(x)
= f([y, z]L) + ω(y, z)(x) + h([x, y]L)− δg([x, z]L).
Hence the lemma follows.
Now, for a Jordancyclic 2-cocycle ω we shall call the quadratic hom-Jordan-Lie alge-
bra (L⊕L∗, qL, α
′
) the T ∗-extension of L (by ω) and denote the hom-Jordan-Lie algebra
(L⊕ L∗, [·, ·]L⊕L∗, α
′
) by T ∗ωL.
Definition 7.7. Let L be a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra over a field K. We inductively define
a derived series
(L(n))n≥0 : L
(0) = L, L(n+1) = [L(n), L(n)],
a central descending series
(Ln)n≥0 : L
0 = L, Ln+1 = [Ln, L],
and a central ascending series
(Cn(L))n≥0 : C0(L) = 0, Cn+1(L) = C(Cn(L)),
where C(I) = {a ∈ L|[a, L] ⊆ I} for a subspace I of L.
L is called solvable and nilpotent(of length k) if and only if there is a (smallest) integer
k such that L(k) = 0 and Lk = 0, respectively.
In the following theorem we discuss some properties of T ∗ωL.
Theorem 7.8. Let (L, [·, ·]L, α) be a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra over a field K.
(1) If L is solvable (nilpotent) of length k, then the T ∗-extension T ∗ωL is solvable (nilpo-
tent) of length r, where k ≤ r ≤ k + 1 (k ≤ r ≤ 2k − 1).
(2) If L is decomposed into a direct sum of two hom-ideals of L, so is the trivial T ∗-
extension T ∗0L.
Proof. (1) Firstly we suppose that L is solvable of length k. Since (T ∗ωL)
(n)/L∗ ∼= L(n)
and L(k) = 0, we have (T ∗ωL)
(k) ⊆ L∗, which implies (T ∗ωL)
(k+1) = 0 because L∗ is abelian,
and it follows that T ∗ωL is solvable of length k or k + 1.
Suppose now that L is nilpotent of length k. Since (T ∗ωL)
n/L∗ ∼= Ln and Lk = 0,
we have (T ∗ωL)
k ⊆ L∗. Let β ∈ (T ∗ωL)
k ⊆ L∗, b ∈ L, x1 + f1, · · · , xk−1 + fk−1 ∈ T
∗
ωL,
1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, we have
[[· · · [β, x1 + f1]L⊕L∗ , · · · ]L⊕L∗ , xk−1 + fk−1]L⊕L∗(b)
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= δk−1βadx1 · · ·adxk−1(b) = β([x1, [· · · , [xk−1, b]L · · · ]L]L) ∈ β(L
k) = 0.
This proves that (T ∗ωL)
2k−1 = 0. Hence T ∗wL is nilpotent of length at least k and at most
2k − 1.
(2) Suppose that 0 6= L = I ⊕ J , where I and J are two nonzero hom-ideals of
(L[·, ·]L, α). Let I
∗ (resp. J∗) denote the subspace of all linear forms in L∗ vanishing on
J (resp. I). Clearly, I∗ (resp. J∗) can canonically be identified with the dual space of I
(resp. J) and L∗ ∼= I∗ ⊕ J∗.
Since [I∗, L]L⊕L∗(J) = I
∗([L, J ]L) ⊆ I
∗(J) = 0 and [I, L∗]L⊕L∗(J) = L
∗([I, J ]L) ⊆
L∗(I ∩ J) = 0, we have [I∗, L]L⊕L∗ ⊆ I
∗ and [I, L∗]L⊕L∗ ⊆ I
∗. Then
[T ∗0 I, T
∗
0L]L⊕L∗ = [I ⊕ I
∗, L⊕ L∗]L⊕L∗
= [I, L]L + [I, L
∗]L⊕L∗ + [I
∗, L]L⊕L∗ + [I
∗, L∗]L⊕L∗ ⊆ I ⊕ I
∗ = T ∗0 I.
T ∗0 I is a hom-ideal of L and so is T
∗
0 J in the same way. Hence T
∗
0L can be decomposed
into the direct sum T ∗0 I ⊕ T
∗
0 J of two nonzero hom-ideals of T
∗
0L.
In the proof of a criterion for recognizing T ∗-extensions of a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra,
we will need the following result.
Lemma 7.9. Let (L, qL, α) be a quadratic hom-Jordan-Lie algebra of even dimension n
over a field K and I be an isotropic n/2-dimensional subspace of L. If I is a hom-ideal
of (L, [·, ·]L, α), then I is abelian.
Proof. Since dimI+dimI⊥ = n/2 + dimI⊥ = n and I ⊆ I⊥, we have I = I⊥. If I is
a ideal of (L, [·, ·]L, α), then qL(L, [I, I
⊥]) = qL([L, I], I
⊥) ⊆ qL(I, I
⊥) = 0, which implies
[I, I] = [I, I⊥] ⊆ L⊥ = 0.
Theorem 7.10. Let (L, qL, α) be a quadratic hom-Jordan-Lie algebra, of even dimension
n over a field K of characteristic not equal to two. Then (L, qL, α) is isometric to a
T ∗-extension (T ∗ωB, qB, β
′
) if and only if n is even and (L, [·, ·]L, α) contains an isotropic
hom-ideal I of dimension n/2. In particular, B ∼= L/I.
Proof. (=⇒) Since dimB=dimB∗, dimT ∗ωB is even. Moreover, it is clear that B
∗ is a
hom-ideal of half the dimension of T ∗ωB and by the definition of qB, we have qB(B
∗, B∗) =
0, i.e., B∗ ⊆ (B∗)⊥ and so B∗ is isotropic.
(⇐=) Suppose that I is an n/2-dimensional isotropic hom-ideal of L. By Lemma
7.9, I is abelian. Let B = L/I and p : L → B be the canonical projection. Clearly,
|p(x)| = |x|, ∀x ∈ L. Since chK 6= 2, we can choose an isotropic complement subspace B0
to I in L, i.e., L = B0 ∔ I and B0 ⊆ B
⊥
0 . Then B
⊥
0 = B0 since dimB0 = n/2.
Denote by p0 (resp. p1) the projection L → B0 (resp. L → I) and let q
∗
L denote
the homogeneous linear map I → B∗ : i 7→ q∗L(i), where q
∗
L(i)(p(x)) := qL(i, x), ∀x ∈ L.
We claim that q∗L is a linear isomorphism. In fact, if p(x) = p(y), then x − y ∈ I, hence
qL(i, x − y) ∈ qL(I, I) = 0 and so qL(i, x) = qL(i, y), which implies q
∗
L is well-defined and
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it is easily seen that q∗L is linear. If q
∗
L(i) = q
∗
L(j), then q
∗
L(i)(p(x)) = q
∗
L(j)(p(x)), ∀x ∈ L,
i.e., qL(i, x) = qL(j, x), which implies i − j ∈ L
⊥ = 0, hence q∗L is injective. Note that
dimI = dimB∗, then q∗L is surjective.
In addition, q∗L has the following property:
q∗L([x, i])(p(y)) = qL([x, i]L, y) = −δ([i, x]L, y) = −δqL(i, [x, y]L)
= −δq∗L(i)p([x, y]L) = −δq
∗
L(i)[p(x), p(y)]L
= −q∗L(i)(adp(x)(p(y))) = δ(pi(p(x))q
∗
L(i))(p(y))
= [p(x), q∗L(i)]L⊕L∗(p(y)),
where x, y ∈ L, i ∈ I. A similar computation shows that
q∗L([x, i]) = [p(x), q
∗
L(i)]L⊕L∗ , q
∗
L([i, x]) = [q
∗
L(i), p(x)]L⊕L∗ .
Define a homogeneous bilinear map
ω : B × B −→ B∗
(p(b0), p(b
′
0)) 7−→ q
∗
L(p1([b0, b
′
0])),
where b0, b
′
0 ∈ B0. Then |w| = 0 and w is well-defined since the restriction of the projection
p to B0 is a linear isomorphism.
Let ϕ be the linear map L→ B ⊕ B∗ defined by ϕ(b0 + i) = p(b0) + q
∗
L(i), ∀b0 + i ∈
B0 ∔ I = L. Since the restriction of p to B0 and q
∗
L are linear isomorphisms, ϕ is also a
linear isomorphism. Note that
ϕ([b0 + i, b
′
0 + i
′]L) = ϕ([b0, b
′
0]L + [b0, i
′]L + [i, b
′
0]L)
= ϕ(p0([b0, b
′
0]L) + p1([b0, b
′
0]L) + [b0, i
′]L + [i, b
′
0]L)
= p(p0([b0, b
′
0]L)) + q
∗
L(p1([b0, b
′
0]L) + [b0, i
′]L + [i, b
′
0]L)
= [p(b0), p(b
′
0)]L + ω(p(b0), p(b
′
0)) + [p(b0), q
∗
L(i
′)]L + [q
∗
L(i), p(b
′
0)]L
= [p(b0), p(b
′
0)]L + ω(p(b0), p(b
′
0)) + δpi(p(b0)(q
∗
L(i
′))− pi(p(b′0)(q
∗
L(i))
= [p(b0) + q
∗
L(i), p(b
′
0) + q
∗
L(i
′)]B⊕B∗
= [ϕ(b0 + i), ϕ(b
′
0 + i
′)]L⊕L∗ .
Then ϕ is an isomorphism of algebras, and so (B ⊕ B∗, [·, ·]B⊕B∗ , β) is a hom-Jordan-Lie
algebra. Furthermore, we have
qB(ϕ(b0 + i), ϕ(b
′
0 + i
′)) = qB(p(b0) + q
∗
L(i), p(b
′
0) + q
∗
L(i
′))
= q∗L(i)(p(b
′
0)) + q
∗
L(i
′)(p(b0))
= qL(i, b
′
0) + qL(i
′, b0)
= qL(b0 + i, b
′
0 + i
′),
then ϕ is isometric. The relation
qB([ϕ(x), ϕ(y)], ϕ(z)) = qB(ϕ([x, y]), ϕ(z))
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= qL([x, y], z) = qL(x, [y, z]) = qB(ϕ(x), [ϕ(y), ϕ(z)]).
Which implies that qB is a nondegenerate invariant Jordan-symmetric bilinear form, and
so (B ⊕ B∗, qB, β
′
) is a quadratic hom-Jordan-Lie algebra. In this way, we get a T ∗-
extension T ∗ωB of B and consequently, (L, qL, α) and (T
∗
ωB, qB, β
′
) are isometric as re-
quired.
Let(L, [·, ·]L, α) be a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra over a field K, and let ω1 : L×L→ L
∗
and ω2 : L × L → L
∗ be two different Jordancyclic 2-cocycles satisfying |ω1| = |ω2| = 0.
The T ∗-extensions T ∗ω1L and T
∗
w2
L of L are said to be equivalent if there exists an
isomorphism of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras φ : T ∗ω1L → T
∗
ω2
L which is the identity on
the hom-ideal L∗ and which induces the identity on the factor hom-Jordan-Lie alge-
bra T ∗ω1L/L
∗ ∼= L ∼= T ∗ω2L/L
∗. The two T ∗-extensions T ∗ω1L and T
∗
ω2
L are said to be
isometrically equivalent if they are equivalent and φ is an isometry.
Proposition 7.11. Let L be a hom-Jordan-Lie algebra over a field K of characteristic
not equal to 2, and ω1, ω2 be two Jordancyclic 2-cocycles L× L→ L
∗ satisfying |ωi| = 0.
Then we have
(i) T ∗ω1L is equivalent to T
∗
ω2
L if and only if there is z ∈ C1(L, L∗) such that
ω1(x, y)− ω2(x, y) = δpi(x)z(y)− pi(y)z(x)− z([x, y]L), ∀x, y ∈ L. (29)
If this is the case, then the Jordansymmetric part zs of z, defined by zs(x)(y) :=
1
2
(z(x)(y) + z(y)(x)), for all x, y ∈ L, induces a Jordansymmetric invariant bilinear
form on L.
(ii) T ∗ω1L is isometrically equivalent to T
∗
ω2
L if and only if there is z ∈ C1(L, L∗) such
that (33) holds for all x, y ∈ L and the Jordansymmetric part zs of z vanishes.
Proof. (i) T ∗ω1L is equivalent to T
∗
ω2
L if and only if there is an isomorphism of hom-
Jordan-Lie algebras Φ : T ∗ω1L→ T
∗
ω2
L satisfying Φ|L∗ = 1L∗ and x− Φ(x) ∈ L
∗, ∀x ∈ L.
Suppose that Φ : T ∗ω1L → T
∗
ω2
L is an isomorphism of hom-Jordan-Lie algebra and
define a linear map z : L → L∗ by z(x) := Φ(x) − x, then z ∈ C1(L, L∗) and for all
x+ f, y + g ∈ T ∗ω1L, we have
Φ([x+ f, y + g]Ω)
= Φ([x, y]L + ω1(x, y) + δpi(x)g − pi(y)f)
= [x, y]L + z([x, y]L) + ω1(x, y) + δpi(x)g − pi(y)f.
On the other hand,
[Φ(x+ f),Φ(y + g)]
= [x+ z(x) + f, y + z(y) + g]
= [x, y]L + ω2(x, y) + δpi(x)g + δpi(x)z(y)− pi(y)z(x)− pi(y)f.
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Since Φ is an isomorphism, (32) holds.
Conversely, if there exists z ∈ C1(L, L∗) satisfying (30), then we can define Φ :
T ∗ω1L→ T
∗
ω2
L by Φ(x + f) := x+ z(x) + f . It is easy to prove that Φ is an isomorphism
of hom-Jordan-Lie algebras such that Φ|L∗ = IdL∗ and x − Φ(L) ∈ L
∗, ∀x ∈ L, i.e. T ∗ω1L
is equivalent to T ∗ω2L.
Consider the Jordanymmetric bilinear form qL : L×L→ K, (x, y) 7→ zs(x)(y) induced
by zs. Note that
ω1(x, y)(m)− ω2(x, y)(m)
= δpi(x)z(y)(m)− pi(y)z(x)(m)− z([x, y]L)(m)
= −δz(y)([x,m]L) + z(x)([y,m]L)− z([x, y]L)(m),
and
ω1(y,m)(x)− ω2(y,m)(x)
= δpi(y)z(m)(x)− pi(m)z(y)(x)− z([y,m]L(x))
= z(m)([x, y]L)− δz(y)([x,m]L)− z([y,m]L)(x).
Since both ω1 and ω2 are Jordancyclic, the right hand sides of above two equations are
equal. Hence
−δz(y)([x,m]L) + z(x)([y,m]L)− z([x, y]L)(m)
= z(m)([x, y]L)− δz(y)([x,m]L)− z([y,m]L)(x).
That is,
z(x)([y,m]L) + z([y,m]L)(x) = z([x, y]L)(m) + z(m)([x, y]L).
Since chK 6= 2, qL(x, [y,m]) = qL([x, y], m), which proves the invariance of the Jordan-
symmetric bilinear form qL induced by zs.
(ii) Let the isomorphism Φ be defined as in (i). Then for all x + f, y + g ∈ L ⊕ L∗,
we have
qB(Φ(x+ f),Φ(y + g)) = qB(x+ z(x) + f, y + z(y) + g)
= z(x)(y) + f(y) + z(y)(x) + g(x)
= z(x)(y) + z(y)(x) + f(y) + g(x)
= 2zs(x)(y) + qB(x+ f, y + g).
Thus, Φ is an isometry if and only if zs = 0.
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